where 7 is the ratio of specific heats. = _(_:,y,z,t) = _(_,y,z,t)
These coordinates are non orthogona] and completely general. The equation (1) can be rewritten as:
where _.,_ = 0
Where _ is the velocity vector at the surface and 7/is the unit vector normal to the surface. The velocity vector _,at any point (x, y, z) in the blade fixed coordinate can be given as
Since the propfan is operating in free air, the far field conditions should be the same as that of the free air. 
Since the 77 marching direction is changed every iteration, the F_ ''_+1 alternates
during the odd time steps,and during the eventime steps.
The above discretization leads to a set of algebraic equations for q. These equations are costly to solve since the flux vectors N and G are highly nonlinear. The nonlinearity is removed by linearising the fluxes about the previous time step value, resulting in the following linear equation :
where 
Only two levels of storage, q and Aq, are required, and since one direction is treated explicitly, the Aq array and the residual array R n''+l need to be only two dimensional. It is also possible to store Aq and R n'n+l in the same memory locations, further reducing the memory requirements. 
[ The variation of elementalpower coemcientwith radial location is plotted and comparedwith experimentalresultsin figure (7). In orderto obtain a moremeaningful comparison,the flight conditionswere modified slightly in the numerical calculation, so as to match the experimental power coefficient. This iteration has been continued till the change in power coefficient is minimal. It shows that four iterations are sufficient for convergence to the final blade shape.
In figure (11 (14) shows the out of plane deflection of the blade at constant chord. Again, the largest deflection is towards the tip, with practically no deflection towards the root. Figure   (12 
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